
Colors 
from Colors  o f  Goodbye ,    
 
Vermillion  
[ver-' mil- yuhn] / a brilliant, scarlet red 
The shocking, retina-searing red forces its way into our eyes. 
We cannot bear to look—but we cannot look away. 
 
 
Payne’s Grey  
[peynz grey] / a very dark grey with a strong blue undertone 
The almost pitch-black leaves us groping along the walls, 
but a drop of white added to the mix has created just enough light 
for us to navigate one more step, and then another. 
 
 
Indigo  
['in-di-goh] / a hue ranging from deep violet blue to dark grayish blue 
The tumultuous, swirling sea capsizes our world, 
gorging itself on life as we knew it  
and threatening to suck us under. 
Fighting, kicking, and gasping for air,  
we keep our heads just above the deep-blue abyss. 
 
 
Burnt Sienna  
[burnt see-'en- uh] / an intense, dark-roasted reddish-brown 
A freshly turned field is a stark wasteland to the untrained eye. 
But given seed, water, sun, and time,  
the rich farmland sod produces life and growth. 
The stark was merely setting the stage. 
 
 
Cadmium Green Light  
['kad-mee-uhm green lahyt] / a bright light green with warm yellow undertones 
Neon brushstrokes against skeletal bark, 
the first leaf buds of spring cannot help but draw our eyes. 
That which appears long dead isn’t dead at all. 
It simply waits, poised, ready to erupt in a cacophony of color. 
 
 
  



Cerulean Blue  
suh-' roo- lee-' uhn bloo / a pure, clear, sky-blue tincture 
The cool bite of spring draws goose bumps from our skin, 
but the azure-blue sky overhead declares the approach of summer. 
Silhouetting an array of clouds, birds, and tufts of cottonwood down, 
the blue holds promise of warm and gentle days to come. 
 
 
Hansa Yellow  
'han-suh 'yel-oh / a cool, clean yellow 
The soft, unassuming yellow of a tulip bud 
is the understudy to bolder, brassier yellows. 
But when at last her turn comes, she steps into the spotlight 
and unfurls her petals before us without apology. 
She lives out each scene wholeheartedly 
—and with tremendous joy. 
 
 
 


